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Aurum Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Ghosts of Happy Valley:
Searching for the Lost World of Africa's Infamous Aristocrats (PB Reissue), Juliet Barnes, Happy
Valley was the name given to the Wanjohi Valley in the Kenya Highlands, where a small community
of affluent, hedonistic white expatriates settled between the wars. While Kenya's early colonial days
have been immortalised by farming pioneers like Lord Delamere and Karen Blixen, and the
pioneering aviator Beryl Markham, Happy Valley became infamous under the influence of troubled
socialite, Lady Idina Sackville, whose life was told in Frances Osborne's bestselling The Bolter. The
era culminated with the notorious murder of the Earl of Erroll in 1941, the investigation of which
laid bare the Happy Valley set's decadence and irresponsibility, chronicled in another bestseller,
James Fox's White Mischief. But what is left now? In a remarkable and indefatigable archaeological
quest Juliet Barnes, who has lived in Kenya all her life and whose grandparents knew some of the
Happy Valley characters, has set out to explore Happy Valley to find the former homes and haunts
of this extraordinary and transient set of people. With the help of a remarkable African guide and
further assisted...
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Reviews
This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Na dia K onopelski
Thorough manual for pdf lovers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- K a ycee McGlynn
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